
A Level Photography Bridging Work 

 

 

Elliott Erwitt, Felix, Gladys & Rover, 1974 

Welcome to this new course in A Level Photography. The aim of this work is to further prepare 

you for your A‐level Photography course. As you are aware, this A‐level course requires a 

deeper level of technical knowledge and understanding. This task is designed to facilitate your 

progress from GCSE to A‐level, whilst also fostering an enthusiasm for studying the course 

content. 

Please bring completed work to your first lesson. 

 Task 1: Buy an A4 sized sketch book & obtain the book Read this if you want to take great 

photographs by Henry Caroll. This book is full of ideas, handy tips and how to see things 

differently. (Amazon will have this) 

Task 2: How did they do that? Research into the work of Elliott Erwitt. Find 4 examples of his 

unusually composed images. Make sure that you find titles & dates. 

Write a paragraph of information about the photographer, his work & inspiration. 

Task 3.: Analyse 2 of his photographs. As a guideline you may use ideas from GCSE 

coursework. The research gathered here may be useful inspiration for future projects in Year 12 

and will be used as a form of discussion in our first lessons. Mount all tasks above in your 

books. 

Task 4: Take a series of photographs inspired by what you have seen. These can be either 

animal or human based. Use your close surroundings to set the scene. Could you manipulate a 

series of final ideas with software available at home? Print out 2 final A4 ideas and mount 

neatly into books. Evaluate your outcomes: WWW? EBI? 



Useful websites/resources:   

 thephotographersgallery.org.uk 

 Read this if you want to take great photographs by Henry Caroll 

 

Basic Equipment Required for this Course:  

 Digital Camera, camera case & battery charger 

 Memory card 

 Card reader 

 USB 

 A4 notebook/ sketchbook 

 (Optional equipment: Tripod, flashlight, reflector) 

 Access to digital software. such as Photoshop. 

 


